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Abstract. A new model based testing theory built on simulation se-
mantics is presented. At the core of this theory there is an input-output
conformance simulation relation (iocos). As a branching semantics iocos
can naturally distinguish the context of local choices. We show iocos to
be a finer relation than the classic ioco conformance relation. It turns out
that iocos is a transitive relation and therefore it can be used both as
a conformance relation and a refinement preorder. An alternative char-
acterisation of iocos is provided in terms of testing semantics. Finally
we present an algorithm that produces a test suite for any specification.
The resulting test suite is sound and exhaustive for the given specifica-
tion with respect to iocos.

Keywords: Model Based Testing, Input Output Conformance Simula-
tion, Formal Methods.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Model-Based Testing (MBT) is an active research area whose goals are to in-
crease correctness and efficiency of the testing process and, at the same time,
reducing the costs, in a world of ever increasingly complex systems. From the
quite ad-hoc techniques used in seminal papers (see for instance [5]), the use
of formal methods in MBT and, in particular, behavioural models to describe
the system specification, has made it possible to develop theories, frameworks
and tools that automatically produce efficient set of test cases from a model.
This allows an effective automation of the testing process to assess whether the
system under test behaves as expected by its specification.

A key point at the core of any MBT theory is the implementation or con-
formance relation, stating whether an implementation is correct, in some sense,
with respect to a given specification. Tretmans’ input-output conformance rela-
tion (ioco) [19] is one of the most established ones. A whole MBT framework
has been developed around the ioco relation, from theory to tools [20,21,4].
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As a behavioural relation over labelled transition systems, ioco can be clas-
sified as a linear semantics [9], as most of the relations used in MBT are. That
means that they are essentially based on traces and that brings advantages and
drawbacks well known in process theory.

One of the disadvantages of linear semantics is the limitation to observe the
execution context, that is, the different available choices at a given point. The
simple behaviours in Figure 1 highlight this situation. 1 One of the goals guiding
our research is precisely to find a MBT theory capable of identifying the imple-
mentations conforming not only the trace executions, but also the choices in the
specification.

The starting point for our work has been inspired in basic results in process
theory: branching semantics [9] form a family of relations that can naturally
distinguish the execution context for a process. These semantics are essentially
based on simulation [13], they are easily defined by coinduction and thus coalge-
braic techniques can be applied in its study. Simulation can be characterised as
a game, there exist algorithms to compute it [16,10] and, together with bisim-
ulation [14], is a rather natural and pervasive concept that appears in many
different contexts in the literature.

However, there is not much work on MBT and simulation relations. As far
as we know the only related work is the one developed by a group at Microsoft
Research that has several publications on MBT (see for instance [24,23]). Their
framework is built on the alternating simulation relation [3,2] defined for inter-
face automata.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the formal
framework used to model behaviours and some technical definitions and nota-
tions used along the paper, including the classic ioco relation. Section 3 presents a
reasoned exposition of examples discussing what might and might not be consid-
ered a correct implementation of a given specification. This exposition highlights
differences and similarities between conformance relations based on linear and
branching semantics. These examples settle also the goals that we want to fulfil
with the formal definition of the iocos relation. We finish this section by prov-
ing iocos to be a refinement of ioco on input-output labelled transition systems.
Section 4 focuses on describing and proving the results that show iocos to be a
suitable relation for MBT. First, we provide a language for tests and formally
define the test execution of a behaviour or implementation. Then we show that
iocos can be characterised with a preorder defined in the classic style of testing
semantics [15,11]. Finally, we define an algorithm to automatically generate a
test suite from a given specification, we prove that the implementations that
pass this test suite are exactly those that are in iocos relation with the given
specification. Lastly, Section 5 summarises the goals achieved as well as some
future lines of research.

1 In Section 3 we thoroughly get into the details and use further examples to illustrate
the limitations of linear semantics.
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2 Preliminaries

A common formalism used in MBT to represent not only the models but also
the implementations and even the tests are labelled transition systems. In order
to deal with input-output behaviours we are going to consider two disjoint finite
sets of actions: inputs I and outputs O. Output actions are those initiated by the
system, they will be annotated with an exclamation mark, a!, b!, x!, y! ∈ O. Input
actions are initiated by the environment and will be annotated with a question
mark, a?, b?, x?, y? ∈ I. In many cases we want to name actions in a general
sense, inputs and outputs indistinctly. We will consider the set L = I ∪ O and
we will omit the exclamation or question marks when naming generic actions,
a, b, x, y ∈ L.

A state with no output actions cannot autonomously proceed, such a state
is called quiescent. Quiescence is an essential component of the ioco theory. For
the sake of simplicity and without lost of generality (see for instance [20,18]), we
directly introduce the event of quiescence as a special action denoted by δ into
the definition of our models.

Definition 1. A labelled transition system with inputs and outputs is a 4-tuple
(S, I, O,−→) such that

– S is a set of states or behaviours.
– I and O are disjoint sets of input and output actions respectively.We define

L = I ∪O and consider a new symbol δ �∈ L for quiescence. We will consider
also the sets Lδ = L ∪ {δ} and Oδ = O ∪ {δ}.

– −→ ⊆ S × Lδ × S. As usual we write p a−−→ q instead of (p, a, q) ∈ −→ and
p a−−→ , for a ∈ Lδ, if there exists q ∈ S such that p a−−→ q. Analogously, we will
write p

a−−�→ , for a ∈ Lδ, if there is no q such that p a−−→ q. In order to allow
only coherent quiescent systems the set of transitions should also satisfy:

• if p δ−−→ p′ then p = p′. A quiescent transition is always reflexive.

• if p
o!−−−−�→ for any o! ∈ O, then p δ−−→ p. A state with no outputs is

quiescent.

• if there is o! ∈ O such that p o!−−→ , then p
δ−−�→ . A quiescent state performs

no output actions. ��

For the sake of simplicity, we will denote the set of labelled transition systems
with inputs and outputs just as LTS . In general we use p, q, p′, q′ . . . for states
or behaviours, but also i, i′, s and s′ when we want to emphasise the concrete
role of a behaviours as implementation or specification.

Without losing generality, we will consider implementations and specifications,
or, more in general, behaviours under study, as states of the same LTS 2. This
modification simplifies the coinductive definition we are going to present and the
reasoning in the proofs.

2 If we had two different LTSs , one for a specification and one for the implementation,
we could always consider the larger LTS that is the disjoint union of the original
LTSs .
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Traces play an important role gathering basic information for behaviours. A
trace is a finite sequence of symbols of Lδ. We will normally use the symbol
σ to denote traces, that is, σ ∈ L∗

δ. The empty trace is denoted by ε and we
juxtapose, σ1σ2, to indicate concatenation of traces. The transition relation of
labelled transition systems can naturally be extend using traces instead of single
actions.

Definition 2. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS , p, q ∈ S and σ ∈ L∗
δ . We inductively

define p σ−−→ q as follows:

– p ε−−→ p
– p aσ−−→ q for a ∈ Lδ, σ ∈ L∗

δ and p′ ∈ S such that p a−−→ p′ and p′ σ−−→ q. ��

Next we introduce some definitions and notation that will be frequently used
along the paper.

Definition 3. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS , and p ∈ S, S′ ⊆ S, and σ ∈ L∗
δ , we

define:

1. init(p) = {a | a ∈ Lδ, p a−−→}, the set of initial actions of p.
2. traces(p) = {σ | σ ∈ L∗

δ , p σ−−→}, the set of traces from p.
3. p after σ = {p′ | p′ ∈ S, p σ−−→ p′}, the set of reachable states from p after

the execution of trace σ.
4. outs(p) = {x | x ∈ Oδ, p

x−−→}, the set of outputs of a state p or the quiescent
symbol δ.

5. outs(S′) =
⋃

p∈S′ outs(p), the set of outputs of a set of states S′.

6. ins(p) = {x? | x? ∈ I, p x?−−→}, the set of inputs of a state p. ��

A classical requirement for the ioco relation in [20] is that implementations
should be input enabled, that means that the system is always prepared to per-
form any input action and therefore all inputs are enabled in all states. Although
this assumption maybe natural in some contexts is not so in others. For instance,
in a vending machine, a slot, for a credit card or parking ticket, can be only en-
abled if a card is not inserted; much alike, developers of graphical interfaces do
not need to consider any possible event on a window, they just code the response
for the interesting events, etc.

Moreover, in the ioco theory, while implementations must be input enabled,
specifications do not need to fulfil this requirement. So the original ioco relation is
defined between two different domains, general input-output labelled transition
systems for specifications and input enabled input-output labelled transition sys-
tems for implementations. Hence, the ioco relation is not transitive and cannot
be used as a refinement relation: once an implementation conforms a specifica-
tion, the implementation fixes all the behaviour regarding the input actions; so
there is little freedom, if any, to continue the refining process.

In our framework we do not require the implementations to be input enabled.
As usual in other testing frameworks, specifications and implementations are
expressed in the same formalism, in particular we are going to use LTSs for
both implementations and specifications.
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In order to compare the original ioco relation with the conformance relation
we are going to define in next section, we have to adapt the ioco definition to
our framework.

Definition 4. Let (S, I, O,−→ ) ∈ LTS , the relation ioco ⊆ S × S is defined as
follows: i ioco s ⇔def ∀σ ∈ traces(s) : outs(i after σ) ⊆ outs(s after σ) ��

The ioco relation we use keeps the spirit of the original in [20], but while the
original imposed implementations to be input enabled, our definition has been
extended to the more general domain of input-output labelled transition systems.
Also, the original definition used “suspension traces” (Definition 9 in [20]) while
we can consider just traces because the quiescence symbol has already been
introduced in the description of the behaviours.

3 Input-Output Conformance Simulation (IOCOS)

In this section we will present the alternative relation that we propose. We have
defined this relation according to the following criteria in mind: first, the ioco
relation is a well known and accepted relation, we want to find a refinement of
the original ioco relation while keeping as close as possible to it. Second, it should
be defined as a simulation relation, so we can benefit from the work in this field.
Finally, there should be a testing framework, similar to the ones in [1,20]. In
order to simplify the reading, we are going to mark the quiescent states as ,

these kind of nodes are shorthands for δ .

b?

x!

a?

c?

x!

a?

b? c?

x!

a?

i s

Fig. 1. i ioco s and i /iocos s

Next we are going to present some examples that motivate the definition
of iocos (Definition 5). The rationale behind the ioco definition is to serve as
an observation methodology to relate a specification and an implementation.
This methodology binds the environment to traces, the observations to output
signals, and comparison to set inclusion. Taking traces as environments prevent
to distinguish non-determinism. Looking at Figure 1, there are arguments to
discard i as a sound implementation of s: after the trace a?x!, s can react always
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to both signals b? and c?, while this is not true for i: depending on the selected
branch, i can only react to either b? or c? but not both. As we will see, simulation
tecniques provide us with necessary insight to solve this problem.

x!

a?

b?

x!

x!
y!

a?

z!

a?

b?

x! y!

i s

Fig. 2. i ioco s and i iocos s

There are two distinguised trends when dealing with specifications: the initial
semantics, where a specification sets a minimum that an implementation must
fit to be qualified as sound; and the final semantics, where specification stands
rather like a limit for implementation’s behaviour. Both are legitimate, but sub-
set relation ⊆ at Definition 4, unveils ioco clearly in this last category. We also
adopt this finality approach: any behaviour of a correct implementation must
be considered valid by the specification. Graphically, Figure 2, can summarize
this with the next idea: any subtree in the implementation is a subtree in the
specification.

x! y!

a?

x! y!

a?

z!

a?

x! y!

b?

i s

Fig. 3. i ioco s and i /iocos s

Traditionally, an objection is made to this approach: partial or even empty
implementations can be accepted as sound. In this sense we want to reach a
trade-off between the previous postulate, specification as limit, while avoid such
tricky implementations.

This subttle requirement can be formulated for input actions in the following
terms: at least one of each of input actions considered by the specification should
be implemented. In this way we can have arguments to discard i as a sound
implementation of s in Figure 3: the implementation cannot react to the input
action b?. However, limits on input actions should be applicable only to those
prompted by the specification. Beyond that, implementation should be free to
behave. This is the case of the input action b? in Figure 4.
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a? x!

b?

x! y!

a?

x!

c?

x! y!

a?

x!

c?

i s

Fig. 4. i ioco s and i iocos s

Now we can give the formal definition of iocos. It reflects the ideas presented
in the examples above. Since it is a simulation relation, it cannot be defined
directly. So first we give the notion of an iocos-relation. Then the iocos relation
would be the union of all iocos-relations.

Definition 5. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS , we say that a relation R ⊆ S × S is a
iocos-relation iff for any (p, q) ∈ R the following conditions hold

1. ins(q) ⊆ ins(p)

2. For all a? ∈ ins(q) such that p a?−−→ p′ there exists q′ ∈ S such that q a?−−→ q′

and (p′, q′) ∈ R. 3

3. For all x ∈ outs(p) such that p x−−→ p′ there exists q′ ∈ S such that q x−−→ q′

and (p′, q′) ∈ R.

We define the input-output conformance simulation as

iocos =
⋃

{R | R ⊆ S × S, R is a iocos-relation}

and we write p iocos q instead of (p, q) ∈ iocos. ��

Next technical results show that iocos is indeed a well defined preorder relation
on LTS , for this purpose we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS , the following properties hold:

– Id = S × S is a iocos-relation.
– Let R,R′ ⊆ S × S be two iocos-relations, then R ◦ R′ = {(p, r) | ∃q ∈ S :

(p, q) ∈ R ∧ (q, r) ∈ R′} is a iocos-relation. ��

Corollary 1. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS , then iocos is a preorder. ��

The rest of this section is devoted to prove that iocos is a finer relation than
ioco. Let us start proving a simple lemma that is a direct consequence of the
definition of the function after.

3 Let us note that the Condition 2 does not imply Condition 1.
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Lemma 2. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS , p ∈ S, a ∈ Lδ and σ′ ∈ L∗
δ, then

p after aσ′ =
⋃

{p′ after σ′|p a−−→ p′}

��

Theorem 1. Let (S, I, O,−→ ) ∈ LTS then iocos ⊆ ioco. That is, for any p, q ∈ S,
whenever we have p iocos q it is also true that p ioco q.

Proof. Let us consider p, q ∈ S such that p iocos q. According to Definition 4, it
suffices to prove

∀σ ∈ traces(q) : outs(p after σ) ⊆ outs(q after σ).

We will prove this by induction on length of trace σ.

Basis: σ = ε. First, outs(p after ε) = outs(p) and outs(q after ε) = outs(q), by
definition of the after function. Then outs(p) ⊆ outs(q), by Definition 5.3 of
iocos.

Induction: σ = aσ′, a ∈ Lδ . If p
a−−�→ then σ /∈ traces(p) and outs(pafterσ) = ∅.

So let us consider p′ such that p a−−→ p′. Since σ ∈ traces(q), q a−−→ . If a ∈ I
then a ∈ ins(q) and by Definition 5.2 there is q′ ∈ S such that q a−−→ q′ and
p′ iocosq′. If a ∈ Oδ, then by Definition 5.3 there is q′ ∈ S such that q a−−→ q′.
and p′ iocos q′. Hence, in any case there is q′ ∈ S such that q a−−→ q′ and
p′ iocos q′. By induction outs(p′ after σ′) ⊆ outs(q′ after σ′). Therefore:

outs(p after σ) = outs(p after aσ′) =
⋃

{outs(p′ after σ′) | p a−−→ p′} ⊆
⋃

{outs(q′ after σ′) | p a−−→ p′, q a−−→ q′, p′ iocos q′} ⊆
⋃

{outs(q′ after σ′) | q a−−→ q′} = outs(q after aσ′) = outs(q after σ) ��

Complementing the previous result, examples in Figures 1 and 3 show that iocos
is a strict refinement of ioco.

4 Testing Framework

After presenting the ideas behind the iocos relation and its essential basic prop-
erties, in this section, we show that iocos can indeed be a suitable relation for
MBT: for any specification a test suite can be automatically derived such that
an implementation would be correct (wrt iocos) if and only if it passes all the
tests in the test suite.

The technical approach we use to achieve these results is slightly different to
the one used by Tretmans for ioco. We first show iocos to have a characterisation
as a testing semantics, Definition 9, in the classic sense of De Nicola and Hen-
nessy. Then we define an algorithm, Definition 10, that for a given behaviour
generates a set of tests (test suite) that can discriminate the suitable imple-
mentations or refinements of that behaviour, Theorem 3. We use the testing
characterisation to prove this result.
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4.1 Tests Definition and Execution

The kind of experiments we have to conduct on behaviours are called tests. Tests
would play the role of environments for the implementations.

There are two kind of choices in the tests: the one corresponding to the +
operator and the one corresponding to the ⊕ operator. The former is the usual
choice operator as in [20]. The latter, borrowed from [1], corresponds to an or
operator: in order p to pass T1⊕T2 it is enough that P passes either T1 or T2. As
in [1], the presence of these choice operators implies the ability of make copies
of the machine at intermediate points. Then it is necessary to perform the tests
on the copies, and finally to combine the results to obtain the outcome of the
overall test.

Definition 6. A test is a syntactical term defined by the following Backus-Naur
Form:

T = � | � | T1 ⊕ T2 | T1 + T2 | a;T where a ∈ Lδ

We denote the set of tests as T . ��

As usual in MBT, the environments we want to model with tests have some added
particularities that we need to consider. First, tests should be able to respond at
any moment to any possible output of the implementation under test. That is,
tests like a?;Ta? with a? ∈ I, will not be accepted as valid tests. These test should
be completed into tests like a?;Ta? +

∑
x∈Oδ

x;Tx. For the sake of simplicity we
use

∑
i∈{1,...,n} Ti as a shortcut for T1 + · · · + Tn. Analogously, o!;To! is not an

acceptable test, instead we need to consider the test o!;To! +
∑

x∈Oδ, x �=o! x;Tx.
All these conditions are reflected in the following definition.

Definition 7. Let T ∈ T be a test, T is valid iff it has one of the following
forms:

1. T = � or T = �.

2. T = a?;Ta?+
∑

x∈Oδ
x;Tx where x ∈ Oδ, a? ∈ I, and Ta?, Tx are valid tests.

3. T =
∑

x∈Oδ
x;Tx where Tx is a valid test for x ∈ Oδ.

4. T = T1 ⊕ T2 where T1 and T2 are valid tests.

We denote the set of valid tests as Tv. ��

So far we have a language for tests, and we have now to define how these tests
interacts with a behaviour and what will the result of the execution of that
experiment be. Following the ideas of Abramsky in [1] we use a predicate to
define the outcomes of the interaction between a test and the behaviour or
implementation being tested.
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Definition 8. Let (S, I, O,−→ ) ∈ LTS , we inductively define the predicate
pass ⊆ S × T as follows (let us assume that s ∈ S, a? ∈ I, and x ∈ Oδ)

s pass� = false
s pass� = true

s pass x;Tx =

{
true if x �∈ outs(s)∧
{s′ pass Tx|s x−−→ s′} otherwise

s pass a?;Ta? =

{
false if a? �∈ ins(s)
∧
{s′ pass Ta?|s a?−−→ s′} otherwise

s pass T1 + T2 = s pass T1 ∧ s pass T2

s pass T1 ⊕ T2 = s pass T1 ∨ s pass T2

��
Let us note that for the sake of convenience the predicate pass is defined over
the whole set of tests, with a simpler structural formulation, while at the end
we will only be interested in valid tests.

Next let us show the tests that discriminate i and s in the previous examples
when i /iocoss. The test T = a?;x!; b?;� differentiates the behaviours in Figure 1.
It is passed by the specification s but not by the implementation i. Let us note
that this test is not valid. But its related valid test

T v = a?; (x!; (b?;� + x!;�+ δ;�) + δ;�) + x!;�+ δ;�

also differenciates i and s.
The next test is related to Figure 2. Since i iocos s, because of Theorem 2, we

cannot find a test that distinguishes i and s. Since the number of potential test
is infinite, it is not feasible to check all of them. In this case there is a maximal
test according to the algorithm in Definition 10. This test is the following one:

let
Ta1? = (x!� + y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�)
Ta2? = (z!;�+ x!;� + y!;�+ δ;�)
Tb? = (b?�+ x!;�+ y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�)

in
T = a?; (Ta1? ⊕ Ta2?) + x!;Tb? + y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�

It is easy to check that both i pass T and s pass T . All other tests generated ac-
cording to Defintion 10 can be built from the previous test by pruning branches.

For the specification s in Figure 3 there are two maximal tests according to
Defintion 10:

let
Ta1? = (x!� + y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�)
Ta2? = (z!;�+ x!;�+ y!;�+ δ;�)
Tb? = (x!;� + y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�)

in
T1 = a?; (Ta1? ⊕ Ta2?) + x!;�+ y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�
T2 = b?;Tb? + x!;�+ y!;�+ z!;�+ δ;�

It is easy to check that T1 is passed by s and i, but T2 is only passed by s.
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4.2 Testing Characterisation of iocos

Now we are going to prove that the iocos relation can be characterise in terms of
testing. With the pass predicate we have defined a notion of test execution. Upon
this notion it is easy to define a testing preorder (�T ) in terms of how many
tests are passed: a behaviour will be better than other if the former passes more
tests than the latter. This section is devoted to prove that this testing preorder
is precisely the inverse of the iocos relation: iocos = �T

−1, (Theorem 2).

Definition 9. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS and p, q ∈ S, we define the preorder

p�T q iff ∀T ∈ Tv : p pass T =⇒ q pass T

��

To improve the readability, the proof of Theorem 2 (iocos = �T
−1) has been

split into Proposition 1 (�T
−1 ⊆ iocos) and Proposition 2 (iocos ⊆ �T

−1).

Proposition 1. Let (S, I, O,−→) and p, q ∈ S, if q �T p then p iocos q.

Proof. In order to prove p iocos q we must find an iocos-relation R such that
(p, q) ∈ R. Let us define

R = {(p1, p2) | p1, p2 ∈ S, p2 �T p1}

It is clear that (p, q) ∈ R. We have to prove that R is an iocos-relation. We are
going to prove it by contradiction, that is, if there is (p1, p2) ∈ R that does not
satisfy one of the conditions of the definition of an ioco-relation (Definition 5),
then p2 /�T p1. So we must find a test T ∈ Tv such that p2 pass T but p1 /pass T .
Let us distinguish the cases according to the condition that the pair (p1, p2) does
not hold:

(p1, p2) does not hold 1 in Definition 5. So there is a? ∈ ins(p2) such that a? �∈
ins(p1). Let us consider the test:

T = a?�+
∑

x∈Oδ

x;�

It is clear that p1 /pass T but p2 pass T .
(p1, p2) does not hold 2 in Definition 5. We can assume that Definition 5.1 holds.

Then, there is a? ∈ ins(p1) and p′1 ∈ S such that p1
a?−−→ p′1 and (p′1, p

′
2) �∈ R

for any p′2 such that p2
a?−−→ p′2. Let us consider the set P = {p′2 | p2 a?−−→

p′2, (p′1, p′2) �∈ R}. Since Definition5.1 holds, P �= ∅. For any r ∈ P there is
a test Tr such that r pass T and p′1 /pass Tr. Then let us consider the test

T = a?;
⊕

r∈P

Tr +
∑

x∈Oδ

x;�

Then p2 pass T but p1 /pass T .
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(p1, p2) does not hold 3 in Definition 5. There is x ∈ outs(p1) ∪ {δ} such that
p1

x−−→ p′1 but (p′1, p
′
2) �∈ R for any p2 such that p2

x−−→ p′2. Let us consider
the set P = {p′2 | p2 x−−→ p′2, (p′1, p′2) �∈ R}. If P = ∅, let us consider the test

T = x;� +
∑

x �=y,y∈Oδ

y;�

Then p2 pass T and p1 /pass T .
So let us suppose P �= ∅. Then for any r ∈ P there is Tr such that r pass T
and p′1 /pass Tr. So let us consider the test

T = x;
⊕

r∈P

Tr +
∑

x �=y,y∈Oδ

y;�

Then p2 pass T and p1 /pass T . ��

Proposition 2. Le (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS and p, q ∈ S. If p iocos q then q �T p.

Proof. Let us consider a test T ∈ Tv such that q pass T . We have to prove that
p pass T . Let us prove by structural induction on T .

T = � or T = �. If T = � then q /pass T that is a contradiction. The test � is
passed for any p ∈ S.

T = T1 ⊕ T2. By definition of q pass T then either q pass T1 or q pass T2. Let
us assume q pass T1, the other case is symmetric. By induction p pass T1,
therefore p pass T1 ⊕ T2 = T .

T =
∑

x∈Oδ
x;Tx. Let us consider the set O′ = {x | x ∈ Oδ, ∃p′ : p x−−→ p′};

O′ �= ∅, by definition of LTS . In order to prove that p pass T we have to
prove that pxpassTx for any px ∈ S such that p x−−→ px. So let us consider any
of these px. By Definition 5.3, there is qx such that q x−−→ qx and px iocos qx.
Since q pass T , qx pass Tx. Then by induction, px pass Tx. Since this is true
for any x ∈ O′ and O′ �= ∅, p pass T .

T =
∑

x∈Oδ
x;Tx + a?Ta?. First a? ∈ ins(q) since q pass T . By Definition 5.1,

ins(q) ⊆ ins(p), therefore a? ∈ ins(p). Let us consider pa? ∈ S such that

p a?−−→ pa?. By Definition 5.2, there is qa? ∈ S such that q a?−−→ qa? and
pa? iocos qa?. Since q pass T , qa? pass Ta? and then, by induction, pa pass Ta?.
Like in the previous case let us consider the set O′ = {x | x ∈ Oδ, ∃p′ :
p x−−→ p′}. Reasoning like in the previous case we obtain that px pass Tx for
any px ∈ S and x ∈ O′ such that p x−−→ px.
So, we obtain:

– p a?−−→ .

– For any pa? ∈ S such that p a?−−→ pa? we obtain pa? pass Ta?.
– For any x ∈ Oδ such that p x−−→ px we obtain px pass Tx.

Therefore p pass T . ��

Theorem 2. (iocos = �T
−1) Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS and i, s ∈ S, then i iocos s

iff s�T i. ��
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4.3 Test Generation

In Section 4.2 we have showed that i iocos s iff ∀T ∈ Tv : s pass T =⇒ i pass T .
This is a classic testing characterisation result that opens the door to testing
implementations for iocos-correctness. However, if we wanted to test s �T i we
would have to try all possible tests, since we do not know which are the tests
that s passes.

An essential characteristic for a MBT framework is to be able to automatically
produce a test suite from a model specification. For iocos we present this algo-
rithm in Definition 10 which is a variation from the algorithm shown in [20]. The
main difference in our algorithm is the inclusion of the ⊕ operator in tests. Let
us note that if we have a deterministic specification4then ⊕ operator is applied
to a singleton and therefore the resulting test does not really use such operator.

Definition 10. Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS and p ∈ S. We denote with T (p) the
set of valid tests from p by applying a finite number of recursive applications of
one of the following non-deterministic choices:

1. T = � ∈ T (p).
2. If a? ∈ ins(p), then T ∈ T (p) where

T = a?;
⊕

{Tpa?
| p a?−−→ pa?}+

∑

x∈outs(p)
x �=δ

x;
⊕

{Tpx | p x−−→ px} +

∑

x∈O,x �=δ
x �∈outs(p)

x;� + δ;Tδ(p)

3. If ins(p) = ∅ then T ∈ T (p) where

T =
∑

x∈outs(p)
x �=δ

x;
⊕

{Tpx | p x−−→ px}+
∑

x∈O,x �=δ
x �∈outs(p)

x;�+ δ;Tδ(p)

In all cases the tests Tp are chosen non-deterministically from the set T (p),

Tδ(p) = � if p δ−−→ , and Tδ(p) = � otherwise. ��

The essential goal of the algorithm is to produce a test suite as tight as possible
to the given specification. The rest of this section is devoted to prove the com-
pleteness of the algorithm for the iocos relation. There are two basic properties
for the test suite: soundness (Proposition 3) and exhaustiveness (Proposition 4).
The most basic property is soundness, meaning all tests from the set T (p) to be
correct with respect p: p passes all tests in the set T (p).

Proposition 3. (Soundness)
Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS and p ∈ S. Then p pass T for any T ∈ T (p).

4 A behaviour is deterministic when for any x ∈ Lδ, if p
x−−→ p1 and p x−−→ p2 then

p1 = p2.
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Proof. by structural induction on the set of terms T (p). In base case, it trivially
holds, since p pass� for T = � . For recursive cases we have:

T = a?;
⊕

Tpa?
+
∑

x∈outs(p)
x �=δ

x;
⊕

Tpx +
∑

x∈O,x �=δ
x �∈outs(p)

x;�+ δ;Tδ(p). First let us

note that p pass δ;Tδ(p) trivially (Tδ(p) = � if p δ−−→). By definition of the
generator algorithm (Definition 10), a? ∈ ins(p) and Tpa?

∈ T (pa?) for any

pa? such that p a?−−→ pa? . By induction hipothesis pa? pass Tpa?
, therefore

p pass a?;
⊕

Tpa?
.

Similarly, if x ∈ outs(P ), Tpx ∈ T (px) for any px such that p x−−→ px. By
induction hipothesis px pass Tpx , therefore p pass

∑
x∈outs(p) x;

⊕
Tpx . If x /∈

outs(p) then p
x−−�→ , so p pass

∑
x∈Oδ

x �∈outs(p)
x;�

Finally, since p passes all addends from test T , P pass T .
T =

∑
x∈outs(p)

x �=δ

x;
⊕

Tpx +
∑

x∈O,x �=δ
x �∈outs(p)

x;�+ δ;Tδ(p). This case is similar to the

previous one. We only have to take into account that outs(p) �= ∅. ��
Proposition 4. (Exhaustiveness) Let (S, I, O,−→) ∈ LTS and p, q ∈ S. If
∀T ∈ T (p) : q pass T then p�T q.

Proof. Let us prove the theorem by contradiction. Let us suppose p /�T q, then
there is a test T ∈ Tv such that p pass T and q /pass T . Let us prove that if there
is a test T such that p pass T and q /pass T there is a test Tp ∈ T (p) such that
q /pass Tp by induction on T . The base case is when T = � or T = �; but in
these cases there is nothing to prove since q pass� and p /pass�.

So let us consider the recursive cases.

T = T1 ⊕ T2. Then p pass T1 or p pass T2. In both cases we obtain the result by
induction.

T =
∑

x∈Oδ
x;Tx. For any x ∈ Oδ let us consider a test T ′

x as follows:

x = δ. If q δ−−→ then Tx = �, otherwise Tx = �.
x ∈ outs(q) ∩ outs(p). If qx pass Tx for any qx such that q x−−→ qx, let us

consider Tx = �. Otherwise there is qx such that q x−−→ qx and qx /passTx.
However, px pass Tx for any px such that p x−−→ px. So by induction, for
any of those px there is a test Tpx ∈ T (px) such that qx /pass Tpx . Then
let us consider T ′

x =
⊕

{Tpx | p x−−→ px}.
x ∈ outs(q), x �∈ outs(p). In this case T ′

x = �.
x �∈ outs(q), x ∈ outs(p). In this case T ′

x = �.
So the test Tp =

∑
x∈Oδ

x;T ′
x satisfies that Tp ∈ T (p) and q /pass Tp.

T = a?;Ta? +
∑

x∈Oδ
x;Tx. For x ∈ Oδ let us consider the test T ′

x as in the
previous case. Let us note that, since p pass T , a? ∈ ins(p). Let us consider
the test T ′

a? as follows:
a? ∈ ins(q). T ′

a? is build in a similar way as in the previous case when x ∈
outs(q) ∩ outs(p).

a? �∈ ins(q). T ′
a? = �.

So the test Tp = a?;T ′
a?+

∑
x∈Oδ

x;T ′
x satisfies that Tp ∈ T (p) and q /passTp.��

Theorem 3. (Completeness) Let (S, I, O,−→ ) ∈ LTS and p, q ∈ S, ∀T ∈
T (p) : q pass T iff p iocos q. ��
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

MBT aims to offer a real and practical solution to effectively check the correct-
ness of a system implementation against the model provided by the specification.
At the core of any concrete MBT theory, framework or tool, it lies a conformance
relation to decide if a given implementation is correct for the proposed specifi-
cation.

For every concrete case study and industrial application, to select a suit-
able conformance relation is a decision that may depend on many ingredients:
costs of implementation, security considerations, performance, context of appli-
cation. . .We think it would be desirable to have a theory with the capacity to
express conformance at different levels.

The research we present in this paper is a humble step in that direction.
Instead of the classic approach based on linear semantics, we have used a con-
formance relation based on simulation semantics. The reason for this decision is
that some recent research on process theory has shown [8,7] that the family of
simulation semantics forms a backbone on the spectrum of semantics from which
a hierarchy of layers of linear semantics can be derived in a systematic way. To
further follow the applicability of this theoretical results, to the particular case
of MBT with input-output transition systems, is one of lines of research we are
currently working on.

Along the paper we have settled the basics results for a MBT theory based
on a conformance simulation relation: The definition of iocos as a conformance
relation has been motivated through examples; we have showed iocos to be an
strict refinement of classic ioco relation for input-output labelled transition sys-
tems; a testing characterisation of iocos has been provided and also a test suite
generation algorithm from specifications.

However, there are still well known issues in MBT that we need to address in
our proposal. Regarding applicability we are specially interested in test selection
and on-the-fly, or on-line, testing [22] which does not need to generate a priori
test suites, but instead try to check dynamically the implementation under test.

As for test selection we are interested in the use metrics [6], but we think
we can benefit from the new insights of recent works in the area (see for in-
stance [17]). Moreover, the coinductive definition of iocos and the well known
characterisations of simulations as games make our approach very suitable to
further research the use of on-line testing with iocos.
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